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Mtg commander 2017 decks ranked

Commander 2017 has been spoiled, so let's crack! I can't wait to try some of these cards in my commander deck as well as some other formats! I'll keep this article in the spotlight on the commander, but may splash around on a few other formats. In the end, I will also include a brief summary. White You can find my article talking all about this sweet card
here. I still haven't cooled down on this kitten- I absolutely love the combination of stats and abilities by value. In wheeled decks or to protect against them, this cat will have many houses. Balan, The Wandering Knight I'm glad to see another powerful ability to reduce equipment. I think it's worse than Puresteel Paladin, pound for pound, but special deck
equipment should make excellent use of this, along with other big cards from the set. Reducing equipment costs/equipment costs is the most important thing in deck equipment, as spending mana on these abilities is just awful. The Curse of Vitality Random Life get has a casual use, but I generally like to stay away from cards like this that don't affect the
board. It should be noted this card will get a significant amount of life in multiplayer EDH as it incentives players to attack your opponents, which in turn will net you life in the long run. Fortunately Few Is not one of the few happy cards I like from this set for a commander. Part Tragic arrogance, part Eye of Destiny, this style of card doesn't excite me much.
Kindred Boon Is a great addition to the white tribal decks, this effect is as awesome as anger protection. Cards like Selfless Spirit and Dauntless Escort have seen a lot of play in EDH, because sweeps are the most crippling type of cards against tribal decks that look to flood the board. I wish the divinity counter was keyworded because you can have your
team swept away after the charm is removed unfortunately. Scalelord Reckoner Karmic Justice is a sweet, unplayed card in the Commander. Giving it to all dragons is cool, but I don't like that it is limited when your dragons are targeted. Because it's not red, the main color of the dragon, and hasn't hit the ground, I think I'll be looking elsewhere for include.
Chasing Leonine I think this card is kind of cute, but the effect is not very threatening. They have created a lot of rattlesnake cards over the years and I suppose now will be a good time to describe what I mean by that. Rattlesnake cards prevent opponents from attacking specifically you every step. It could be in the form of something as simple as a
deathtouch creature, in a Ghost Tax prison, or an incentive to attack an enemy, not. Rattlesnake cards that sit back and watch as the game unfolds around you are not my favorite types of cards because they do not capture reigns or put In your backyard. Please don't attack me, or I'll punish you not as effective as Oh, here's my active game that will push me
further and push you back. That being said, this card is reasonably worthwhile and can work well in Roon Roon Hidden Deck Realm that flashes this card for value. Protecting Feferi No, Mom, it's not just a phase! Well, as much as I'd like this mechanic to be just a phase, I don't mind seeing it pop up in small doses here and there. If you don't see why some
find this mechanic confusing, I encourage you to check the comprehensive rules. Speaking of rules, it was announced that the rules on phase-out and tokens would be reworked. Tokens will now come back to play like other cards that are gradual. This now acts as an excellent type of Ghostway spell protection in decks that take advantage of the token game.
Expect to see this card pop up in your Commander games from time to time. Be especially careful with those who are going to use this, and look like cards like The Grace of an Angel and Phyrexian Unlife to a combo with Ad Nauseum. That's the evil I'll be brewing with this card. Blue Is My Favorite Of Curses in Commander 2017. Drawing cards is one of the
best ways to pull ahead of other players in all formats, and it's one of the cheapest effects that sticks out. I suspect this will replace Bident From Thassa and coastal piracy for players with fewer opponents. The group nature of this card means that removing from the board will not be a priority. Be careful when giving the enemy access to the cards, especially
when it is you who had to pay for the enchantment in the first place. Galecaster Colossus I'm very, very sorry that it can bounce the ground. I can understand why they wouldn't want this card to do so. However, it is a great addition for masters of tribal decks. I'm sure Azami, Lady Switkov likes this kind of card. Kindred Discovery This will be one of the best
tribal spells for the commander ever printed. Many tribal card issues are better when drawn at a certain point in the game, such as a distant melody or Patriarchal trades. If you don't have a board full of creatures, some of these cards don't do much to help your situation. Kindred Discovery, however, is excellent when played before or after the deployment of
your creatures. You don't have to worry about sandbox creatures to get value from this trigger, and it will even help you create an after board wipe. My only complaint with the card is that it's not colorless, so decks like elves and goblins can't get value from it. But blue isn't much from this set, so I won't complain. I'm going to be honest with the magician of my
mind. Whenever they make new ones, I just enjoy the fact that many of them present fair versions of broken cards. Of course, Wheel of Fortune, Mind's Desire, and Will Yawgmoth are all the more powerful than these Magi. But you're not going to get spells like those anymore. So what's the next best thing? Bring them back as creatures. This makes them fair
and sub-back without sacrificing the great power of effect Mind Magus is a great addition to the storm decks in EDH because it allows you to pay five out of six mana costs up front and and storm from the next turn without paying 6 all mana for your grand finale. Mind you, I can't imagine this creature living for many cycles to turn with friends. Portal Magician
This map may goad, but it is not a Goat. Pass. Black Interesting Effect. I would like to have a significant number of wizards/vampires to make it worthwhile. I think I just stick with Phyrexian Delver. Boneyard Weave As much as I like recursion in EDH because it provides the advantage of a card, I don't like the combination of a demanding mana investment and
a specific trigger to bring it back. Excellent body speed basically doesn't matter in multiplayer Commander. Bloodghast is still the perfect go-to guy here. The Curse of Anxiety The Curse of Small Graves already exists. If you like it, it also works for redundancy. Kheru Mind-Eater Is a little easier to throw than Nightveil Specter and should find a home in some
decks. I'm tempted to add this card to my cube instead of a hypnotic specter. Like Ophiomancer and Carver Flesh before it, it's a basic 3-man black creature from the Commander product that's almost good enough for Legacy to play. Kindred Dominance 7 mana is a lot for the cleaner, but this card is a partial sweep. Not many tribal decks can take advantage
of board napkins, so if you are in black, this makes for a great addition to your deck. If it were 5 mana, I would consider it in Cuba as well. At 4 mana, this will see Legacy play. New Blood Is a Great Taste, Amazing Art, and a Rare Effect Beyond Blue. If Olivia, Vish Kal or another vampire are my general, this card will be fine. Sang-winner! Patron of vein
Dakmor Lancer with a tribal up, I'd happily add this to the vampire tribal deck. Otherwise, you better stick with Shriekmaw or Warden damned. Vengeful Leach If you can find ways to return this card to play multiple times, this could be a real lich to deal with. Red I like the rate you get for the cost, but then again, it's not very important in the Commander.
Including this card or should not be relatively simple with your style of play and deckbuilding. Crimson guard I wish this card was not symmetrical or he would see play in Cuba. 4 damage turn, but only sometimes, it can also hurt you, only 4/5, and it costs 5 mana? Dishonest discharge. The curse of wealth is more like the curse of NOPEulence. Don't map.
Break Decorum Excellent taste text. That's all I have to do it. I'll stick to the rebellion. I really love this little guy. It's pretty hard not to get some value out of it, and it potentially gives you a great way to a broken combo turn. Melek, Mizzix and Jeleva could this card. I can't wait to give it a test run in my Narset, an Enlightened Wizard to take all the turns of the
deck. Kindred charge is an interesting addition for my tribal cube. 6 mana a little rough for a one-time effect in EDH, EDH, When it requires you to have a massive board and a win to take advantage of this. Flameshadow Spell and Kiki Jiki, Mirror Breaker are both better. Shift the shadow I really like the taste of this card and the unique effect. Too hard to do
the job for me, though. The territorial life of Hellkite 40 is a lot of life. With 3 opponents, 120 life is a lot of life. 6 damage turn isn't going to cut it for me. Whatever the territory of this Dragon, keep it. The green engine paradox is not. I don't like potentially giving other players access to this effect as well. Pass. Hungry Lynx Good that the artwork is absolutely
adorable. Cute, fragrant, and fun if that's what you like. Throw it right in. Kindred Summons I like the fact that it's a spell in an instant. In fact, I would say that if it were witchcraft for 6 mana, this card would be worse. Playing it at the end of the last opponent's turn allows you to unwind and potentially combo off in the Elf tribal deck. The deck is sometimes at a
loss for powerful ways to build a board and has little problem with casting the cost here. I think this map is better than Genesis Wave in a special Elf Tribal Deck. Slingers Out of Reach, it's better than Indrik Stomphowler and the Conclave of Naturalists if you really need to turn ferocious. Cat tribal eat your heart because it's a big winning spell. Traverse This
map took me a while to appreciate. We have copious amounts of spells like this, and situations where one is better than the other will always be different. I'd rank this map above Nissa's upgrades and limitless realms, but worse than explosive vegetation, hour promises, and Skyshroud claims. Let's get to the good things - gold cards. This is where real tribal
wins come out because they can go right into your team zone. Arahbo, the Roar of the world worthy ruler to take the helm of the kitten, Arahbo gives your otherwise small creatures significant impulses of power. The boost should be essential in the multiplayer EDH and be able to grab your cat's turn behind the turn ensures the worth the payoff for being a
Cat tribal. Don't underestimate this general, as soon as this cat comes out of the bag, he'll put you in it. Edgar Markov Is a Solid Vampire Tribal Winning Card. I like the fact that he gives you extra fodder to donate to your deck and appreciate his highly rewarding ability much more than his attack bonus. I could see the deck with Edgar Markov at the helm to
take advantage of the great advantage of cards like grave pact and exhaustion, in addition to the obvious includes like Calastria Highborn and the fascinating vampire. Fractured Identity For as much as I don't like this card in multiplayer, I love it in 1v1. This is my pick for the best 1v1 Commander card out set, and I believe that this card will play there almost at
the main levels. Choose copies of MTGO quickly. I throw this card right into my cube, despite the fact that it is difficult to find a place in multicolored places. Italla, Archmaj Archmaj Highness is a ridiculously strong keyword, and I wouldn't be surprised if it was the most powerful of all. There is little competitive use with Inalla in the game compared to in your
team zone, but even in a team zone it is easy to get value from it. Just like Edgar Markov, it also has the bonus of working well with the Grave Pact and the exhaustion style card. It's good that they are limited to one type of being for us. Kess, the dissident magician what an amazing general I could kess her she is so powerful. Fairly cheap cost of giving this
kind of card advantage, I could see her replacing Jeleva as Grixis spell-substances go to the general. I wouldn't expect it to see a game outside of Commander, but it's close. Lycia, Sanguine Tribune This card is just a big bit-stick. I prefer south Helmsmeier or Tariel, a reckoning of souls for expensive generals of Mardu's color. Some people like this card, but
it's not for me. Mairsil, Contender I will not pretend to know all the combos that work with this general, but I know this with Etherling, how to live the dream. Cool taste, and fun to build around the overall that's better without being able to tuck it. Matas, The Monster Seeker Group Embraces Vampires? I think it's a thing? I like it better in 1v1 commander, where I
can turn my spells kill into cantrips as well. Creatures don't necessarily run around en masse in this format, although if they do, I'll have to get brewing and kill some villains. Mirry, Weatherlight Downist is the battle queen here! With this map on the battlefield it's pretty hard to fight to not go in your favor. I wouldn't be surprised to see people check it out in a
enchantment deck that has nothing to do with combat, just for dueling grounds of defense ability. Nazahn, Revered Bladesmith When building the Commander deck in the style of Voltron you can choose from two options for your general. You can choose an elastic creature that is suitable for battle (and inflicts great damage to the commander) like Uryl,
Mystalker or Sigard, Master Tsapel, or you can choose a card that allows Voltron's strategy to be more widespread, like Godot, Bandit Warlord or Rafiq many. Nazahn falls into the latter category as a general who gives you the advantage of a card and a powerful enters the battlefield trigger that scales well throughout the game. This league map is better than
Nahiri, Lithomancer as equipment matters overall. O-Kagachi, Vengeful Cami Powerful rattlesnake effect and interesting 5-color general. I like baby Alar more as far as rattlesnakes go, but if you want to create a real board presence, it's probably better. Taigam, Ojutai Master Is a general I am very happy to check in for the 1v1 commander. Once in the game,
Taigam poses an immediate threat and is problematic for decks that rely heavily on counterspells. I like this card as cheaper, and perhaps reliable, Narset alternative and can't wait to throw in a bunch of Strain effects and draw spells. His first two abilities work so well together - it's almost like they did it on purpose! Taigam, Hand of Sidisi Talking about the
effects that work well together, we have another Taigam. This monk is also sweet and I really wish he could collaborate with other Taigam. This card barely misses the mark in the 1v1 commander as it costs 1 too much mana and its effect is not immediately impactful. Your Dragon The Last of the Highly Holy Cards from this set, your-dragon helps solve the
biggest Magic problem of the most beloved creatures type face-their spending. Having your Dragon in your team zone is almost like starting a game with mano rock in the game, even if it just throws Dragon spells. This is the kind of value I can get behind, and giving access to all 5 colors of Dragons will make this an extremely popular general. He also has a
super sweet card advantage/cheating ability when he attacks. For 9 mana, it's better. Wasitora, nekoru queen between Sek'Kuar, Deathkeeper, Shattergang Brothers, and Pross, Skyraider, no shortage of powerful and cool Jund generals. I'd be hard to put this card at the helm of my deck, but would be happy to throw it right into the other 99 cards. Also, have
you seen the tokens this card creates? aw! Colorless I like the ability to produce more equipment on my own, but I don't like the simplicity of it. 2/0 is not worth the card for me, and neither 4/0 or 6/0 when it hits that point. Clonesplitter should be what you call this card if you see it around, however. Hammer Nazahn Shield Kaldra / Darksteel Plate as an option,
I actually like this one most of their competitors. Equipment-issues EDH decks should all play this card for the amazing mana reduction it provides. Herald's Horn I love this card in highly dedicated breeding decks, but only in these decks. If your deck is not a va-slice on bountiful creatures that share the same type, I would rule out this card as cutting mana is
hardly better than mana rock and drawing cards from this would be incompatible otherwise. It is the marriage of two advantages that make this card attractive. Mirror ancestors I would see a mirror of three-nosed and two-nos instead. Fur, another clone-ish effect. Not exciting. Ramos, Dragon Engine I don't want this article to drag on, but this dragon is pretty
interesting. Potentially a powerful combo deck overall, I'd aim to end the game when I got to activate his abilities. It can also accidentally kill with commander damage too, so it's a fine safety net to hit. The land I like is this card in heavy tribal decks. Don't make the mistake of adding this to the Commander's random decks, because it can be easily
overestimated scry. Joining the knocked game is a real drawback and it will take a lot of scrys per game to get up on it. How to quickly sum up, I will choose for this set. Best White Card: Alms Collector Best Blue Card: Map: Opening Best Black Card: Avenger Leach Best Red Card: Izet Chemist Best Green Card: Zasali Slingers Best Gold Card: Your Dragon
Best in 1v1 Commander: Fractured Identity Most Play Outside commander: Alms Collector Best in Cuba: Fractured Identity Best General: Taigam, Ojuta Master And We've Done! I've gone through many tribes and adversity to write this article, so I hope it will come in handy for you as you look to purchase maps from this amazing Commander product. I'm
super hyped about it myself, and can't wait to get battling (probably with wizards). Which tribe is your favorite? Are there any cards you look forward to playing out of this set? Let me know in the comments and until the next time, can your pumps be plentiful and swept sparse. Sparse.
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